Packaged for your convenience.

With the launch of Scania Streamline, Scania introduces a range of equipment packages to make it easy for you to customise your truck the way you want it.

- Driver package
- Prestige package
- Comfort package
- Leather package
- V8 Leather package
- Lighting package
- Styling package

Visit www.scania.com for further information.

The Streamline legacy.

The trend towards aerodynamic heavy trucks started with the original Scania Streamline back in 1991, which was a restyled Scania 3-series with special attention to how airflow affected fuel efficiency. The Streamline became a legend and gathered followers all over Europe. Since then, we have seen generations of new trucks continue this aerodynamic legacy. The new Scania Streamline stays true to this heritage, and reinforces Scania’s position as a world leader in fuel economy and uptime.
Even a great truck can be made better. It’s the fuel driving us forward, and we know that you won’t settle for second best.

The new Scania Streamline takes fuel economy to unmatched levels by refined aerodynamics and the improved Scania Opticruise performance modes. And with superior engine efficiency, featuring the widest range of Euro 6 solutions available – including the legendary Scania V8 – we keep you in the lead.

The Streamline is a testament to what we believe is true; that there’s always a way to develop, improve and refine what is already a great truck.
First-class fuel economy has been a Scania trademark for decades, and our ongoing work to reduce fuel consumption continues with the new Scania Streamline. No stone has been left unturned; we have worked our way through the truck from the inside out to refine every part to perfection. The result is superior fuel economy from every angle.

Scania Opticruise with Economy mode.

Keep down your fuel consumption and keep up your cruising speed. Scania Opticruise now comes with performance modes to further optimise your fuel efficiency. Fully integrated with the clever cruise control Scania Active Prediction, the new Economy mode provides fuel savings of up to 4–5%.

Streamlined improvements.

Two of the most aerodynamic cabs on the market just got even smoother. We have redesigned the front corners to enhance airflow along the sides on the G- and R-series cabs. The restyled sunvisor fitted with optional auxiliary lights gives a new, wind-cheating roofline. The results are not only better fuel economy, but a fresh, smooth look as well.

Attention to every detail.

More fuel savings are gained with the new Euro 6 engine range, with savings of up to 2%. A new disengaging brake compressor is also introduced with Euro 6. To round things off, optimising the oil level in the new range of low-drag gearboxes has resulted in further fuel cuts. All in all, every detail matters.

It all adds up.
Superior fuel economy from every angle.
Remote access.
The new Scania Streamline is connected through the Scania Communicator which provides useful information both to the customer and the workshop. If anything happens on the road, the truck can be diagnosed remotely to either guide the driver through what is needed, prepare a call-out technician or make sure the necessary parts and know-how are at hand when you roll in for a service. At Scania, we’re dedicated all the way.

Scania service planning.
Early detection of items that need workshop attention usually means more uptime. Scania service planning helps the driver or fleet manager to report maintenance needs. This is done either from the Scania Fleet Management Portal, or directly from the road through our tablet or smartphone app. In preparation for a planned workshop visit, the vehicle’s status can also be sent digitally to the workshop to streamline the maintenance process.

The whole picture.
We have always put you and your truck first – and we always will. But you can trust the same people that service your truck to take care of your trailer and bodywork as well. Our vehicle-related services puts all your service needs in one place, like oversight and repairs with original parts, so that you can focus on your business.

Doubling up.
Electric power is essential to guarantee uptime. To eliminate battery failure, Scania presents a new clever dual battery system to ensure your power supply at all times. With one high power battery setup exclusively used for starting, and another separate battery system dedicated to handle comfort systems and personal equipment, you can trust your Scania to start every time.

Quality time.
There is no joy like that of a rolling business.

Maximum uptime. That’s the guiding principle we always follow when designing new Scania trucks and services. With Scania’s focus on operating economy, durability and robustness, a partnership with Scania is built to last. Therefore the new Scania Streamline comes loaded with new services to keep your business moving forward.
The power of legends – Euro 6 V8.

The Scania V8 is a king among pawns, and has been since its introduction decades ago. Now, we are taking the next step to meet emission level demands without sacrificing anything of the signature Scania V8 power. With the only Euro 6 V8s on the market, you get access to the legendary high torque-low rev forces of the V8, while keeping your emissions in the green.

Looking ahead.

Road safety always comes first; impressive views are a nice bonus. The Scania Streamline comes with new headlights to lead you on your way. The new headlight units include new beams, LED indicators and daytime running lights. Light options include H4, H7 and Xenon headlights, with H7 as standard on G- and R-series sleeper cabs. The new sunvisor comes with an option of improved spotlights with a wider beam pattern, giving the driver a more relaxed drive.

Hard work.

Tough roads call for strong team efforts.

Your truck is your partner. That’s why it’s paramount for us that you have access to all the engine power you need, when you need it. The new Scania Streamline comes packed with power, in true Scania style. And more important than ever is the wide range of engines available, to make sure your truck has all the power needed to get the job done.

Choose your power.

Scania now introduces the second generation of its renowned Euro 6 engine range. With the new 9-, 13- and 16-litre Euro 6 engines, there are eleven different Euro 6 outputs ranging from 250 to 580 hp available including two Euro 6 V8s. So depending on your operation, there’s always a powertrain to fit your needs. Added to that we offer a wide range of Euro 5 and EEV engines. For further flexibility and autonomy, Scania is introducing a new range of AddBlue tanks to provide the optimal solution for your engine and tank capacity.
Clean looks.

True leadership shows on the outside. In addition to improving aerodynamics, the Scania Streamline's new shape gives the cab a smooth and sleek face. That's also true with the redesigned sunvisor and integrated spotlights, which further enhance the clean finish.

If rolling with the legendary V8, there is also new styling to state your presence with. The Scania Streamline's new looks are crowned by an all-new, optional Ocean Blue metallic colour and Streamline striping.

Ride comfortably in style.

The new Streamline features the new Scania audio system, with optional navigation, Bluetooth, AUX, USB and SD-card connection. Wall and roof panels are made of new premium material, and the walls in the sleeping area are darker to give a new and more subdued ambiance. Special Streamline trim and a new sill strip comes as standard, and Scania's pullout bed with extra-thick pocket-spring mattress is now fitted as standard in R-series sleeper cabs.

Strong personality.

Premium comes with confidence built in.

Driving a Scania truck has always been a statement of style and pride. It's not just the looks; it's also that intangible, premium feel that comes with pure Scania quality.

With the new Scania Streamline, we stay true to that spirit – and added some extras to go along.

New premium seats.

The Scania Streamline comes with a new range of Scania-designed premium seats that represent the ultimate in truck comfort. The seats adjust in all directions and can be specified with two-stage ventilation. They offer the best of convenience, comfort and looks, combined with state-of-the-art ergonomics. The seats come in new dark or light sand coloured upholstery or classic premium leather.
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